The fair has been good for us and the attendance has been great since day one. We’ve made
contacts, people were interested in our product and appreciate our wine and our culture. The show
is a great success!
Elias M. Masango, South African Embassy in Warsaw

The show is going great, I love it! We’ve had a lot of new contacts from distributors, retailers and
private companies. The fair is small but very friendly, well organised and business orientated.
Arch. Andrea Bergianti, Benelli, Wine Eat Italy, Italy

All of our companies were successful in getting both contacts and valuable market information that
they need to actually enter the Polish market.
Adam Suchanek, Director, CzechTrade Warsaw

We’ve meet some new contacts here, mainly distributors. This is an excellent event and of course we
will exhibit next year!
Vidusha Wakista, Assistant Manager, Mabroc Teas, Sri Lanka

It was not expected on the second day that the fair would be so crowded. So far we have made some
good contacts and I expect that they will be fruitful for us.
JHA Sanjeev Kumar, Marketing Director, Premier’s Tea Limited, India

We have been working in Europe for 3 - 4 years now and I think Poland is one of the markets in
Europe that is changing quite rapidly. Today has been very busy, it is interesting as we have had
buyers from Auchan, Carrefour and many other distributors visiting our booth - who are the people
that we want to see.
George Phillips, Business Development Director, Grace Foods, UK

Comparing this exhibition to similar events like Polagra, we like WorldFood Warsaw more. We’ve
met both with people whom we have known for many years and new prospective clients.
Łukasz Ropelewski, Falken Trade, Poland

WorldFood Warsaw has been a great opportunity for us to do some market research. The amount of
visitors is more than expected and I would definitely recommend this fair to other Thai companies.
Krit Prapatsomchat, Representative, Chai Meng, Thailand

